About Klon LLC:

Since 1994, the Klon name and associated trademarks have been synonymous with products that are innovative and of exceptional design and build quality.

The ongoing demand for genuine Klon products is such that many purveyors of non-Klon products (including, but not limited to, intentionally-deceptive fake "Klon" pedals) - routinely, and illegally, use one or more of the Klon LLC-owned, USPTO-registered trademarks in their attempts to sell those non-Klon products.

Klon LLC strictly controls the distribution of Klon-branded products, and thus the right to use the Klon name, or any of Klon LLC's USPTO-registered trademarks ("Klon", "Centaur", "KTR") is likewise restricted in regard to any listing that is not a verified Klon product.

It is acceptable to use “Klon”, “Centaur”, and “KTR” when listing legitimate Klon products.